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Overall, drought and unfavourable temperatures are the major climatic limitations for coffee production. These limitations are
expected to become increasingly important in several coffee growing regions due to the recognized changes in global climate,
and also because coffee cultivation has spread towards marginal lands, where water shortage and unfavourable temperatures
constitute major constraints to coffee yield. In this review, we examine the impacts of such limitations on the physiology, and
consequently on the production of mainly Coffea arabica and C. canephora, which account for about 99 % of the world coffee
bean production. The first section deals with climatic factors and the coffee plant’s requirements. The importance of controlling oxidative stress for the expression of drought and cold tolerance abilities is emphasized in the second section. In the third
section, we examine the impacts of drought on cell-water relations, stomatal behaviour and water use, photosynthesis and crop
yield, carbon and nitrogen metabolism, root growth and characteristics, and on drought tolerance. In the fourth section, the impacts of low positive and high temperatures on coffee physiology are discussed; some insights about effects of negative temperatures are also presented. Finally, the last section deals with shading in harsh environments as a mean of buffering climatic
fluctuations, as well as of increasing environmental sustainability in coffee exploitation.
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Impactos da seca e do estresse térmico sobre a fisiologia e a produção do cafeeiro: uma revisão: De modo geral, seca e
temperaturas desfavoráveis são as principais limitações climáticas à produção do cafeeiro. A importância de tais limitações deve
aumentar, em função das mudanças reconhecidas no clima global e, também, porque a cafeicultura vem sendo expandida para
regiões marginais onde secas e temperaturas desfavoráveis se constituem em grandes limitações à produção do café. Nesta revisão, analisam-se os impactos de tais limitações sobre a fisiologia, e por extensão sobre a produção, principalmente de Coffea
arabica e C. canephora, que respondem por cerca de 99 % da produção mundial. A primeira seção deste trabalho aborda as exigências climáticas do cafeeiro. Na segunda seção, enfatiza-se a importância do controle do estresse oxidativo para a expressão
da capacidade de tolerância à seca e ao frio. Na terceira, examinam-se os impactos da seca sobre as relações hídricas em nível
celular, comportamento estomático e uso da água, fotossíntese e produção, metabolismo do carbono e do nitrogênio, características e respostas de crescimento das raízes, além da tolerância à seca. Na quarta seção, discutem-se impactos tanto de baixas
temperaturas positivas como de altas temperaturas sobre a fisiologia do cafeeiro; apresentam-se, também, algumas informações
sobre efeitos de temperaturas negativas. Finalmente, na última seção, discute-se sobre o sombreamento como um meio de tamponamento das flutuações climáticas e de aumento da sustentabilidade ambiente para a cafeicultura.
Palavras-chave: Calor, Coffea, déficit hídrico, fotossíntese, frio, geada, produção, uso da água.
Abbreviations
A – net photosynthetic rate; Amax – photosynthetic capacity, obtained under light and CO2 saturating conditions and optimal temperature; APX – ascorbate peroxidase; chl – chlorophyll; C16:0 – palmitic acid; C16:1t – trans-Δ3-hexadecenoic acid; C18:0 – stearic acid; C18:3 – linolenic acid; D – vapour pressure deficit;
DGDG – digalactosyldiacylglycerol; E – transpiration rate; ET0 – reference evapotranspiration; ETc – crop evapotranspiration; FA – fatty acid; gb – boundary
conductance to water vapour; gs – stomatal conductance to water vapour; Gt – total hydraulic conductance of the soil-leaf pathway; Kc – crop coefficient; LAI
– leaf area index; LHC – light-harvesting complexes from photosystems; MGDG – monogalactosyldiacylglycerol; 1O2 – singlet oxygen; O2•− – superoxide
radical; •OH – hydroxyl radical; PG – phosphatidylglycerol; PS – photosystem; ROS – reactive oxygen species; rubisco – ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/
oxygenase; RuBP – ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate; RWC – relative water content; SOD – superoxide dismutase; Δ – stable carbon isotope discrimination; ε – bulk
modulus of elasticity; Ψw – water potential; Ω – decoupling factor
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INTRODUCTION
Under field conditions, plant performance in terms
of growth, development, biomass accumulation and yield
depends on acclimation ability to the environmental changes
and stresses, exercising specific tolerance mechanisms that
involve a complex network of biochemical and molecular
processes (Wang et al., 2003). In fact, abiotic stresses such as
extreme temperatures, drought, salinity or chemical toxicity
represent serious limitations to agriculture, more than halving
average yields for major crop species (Bray et al., 2000).
Among some 90 species of the Coffea genus, C. arabica
L. (arabica coffee) and C. canephora Pierre (robusta coffee)
economically dominate the world coffee trade, being
responsible for about 99 % of world bean production.
Presently, arabica coffee accounts for about 62 % of coffee
consumed, and robusta coffee for the rest. Compared
with arabica, robusta coffee generally appears to be more
vigorous, productive and robust, but the quality of the
beverage derived from its beans is considerably inferior to
that from arabica (Coste, 1992). Robusta is the most widely
cultivated variety of C. canephora in the world, so that the
name of this variety is used to designate the common name
of the species. Nevertheless, in Brazil, Kouillou (also known
as Conilon) is practically the sole cultivated variety of C.
canephora. Within C. arabica, Catuaí and Mundo Novo are
the most traditional cropped cultivars, but many others are
also economically important worldwide.
Among natural commodities, coffee has a monetary
value surpassed only by oil. Its international trade generates
over US$ 90,000 million each year and involves about 500
million people in its management, from cultivation to the
final product for consumption. Coffee is currently grown in
some 80 countries in four continents. Brazil is the world’s
largest coffee producer, followed alternately by Colombia
and Vietnam. Many African countries including Uganda,
Burundi, Rwanda and Ethiopia have coffee as their main
source of foreign exchange. In addition, the vast majority of
coffee plantations worldwide belong to smallholders, which
makes the activity highly important in maintaining rural
lifestyles, providing better incomes, and wealth distribution.
The coffee crop is confined to the inter-tropical zone,
from 20-25ºN in Hawaii down to 24ºS in Brazil, mainly due
to ecological factors related to temperature and humidity
(Smith, 1989). Both low positive and high temperatures can
remarkably affect coffee yields, although this is not always
easily perceived. Nonetheless, within the referred zone, the
strongest climatic limitations of coffee are frost and drought.
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Frost easily damages and eventually completely kills the
coffee tree, as indeed occurs from time to time either in
southern Brazil or, closer to the equator, at altitudes around
2000 m and above. Drought episodes are much more frequent
than frosts, so drought is considered the major environmental
stress affecting coffee production in most coffee-growing
countries. In some marginal regions with no irrigation, coffee
yields may decrease as much as 80 % in very dry years. The
international coffee prices are strongly affected by drought
and frost events, as was the case in the mid 1990’s, when two
devastating frosts in the southern growing regions of Brazil
caused the price to almost triple.
In the last 15 years, reviews focusing on the physiology
of arabica coffee (Rena et al., 1994; Barros et al., 1995,
1999; Carr, 2001; Maestri et al., 2001) and both arabica
and robusta coffee (DaMatta and Rena, 2001, 2002a,b;
DaMatta, 2004a) have been published. The present review
is mainly focused on recent advances concerning drought
and temperature stress effects on the physiology of these
two species. Unless otherwise indicated, information dealing
with robusta coffee concerns the variety Kouillou. Effects
of drought on both vegetative and reproductive growth
will not be examined here, taking into account that little
or nothing had been published on the subject following the
above quoted reviews. This review is organized into sections
dealing with (i) climatic factors and requirements, (ii) the
importance of oxidative stress control to the expression of
drought and extreme temperature tolerance, (iii) impact and
plant responses to drought and to (iv) extreme temperature
stress, and (v) shading in harsh environments.
CLIMATIC FACTORS AND REQUIREMENTS
Before examining the effects of drought and temperature
stress on the physiology of the coffee tree, a brief description
of the basic climatic characteristics of the regions where
coffee probably evolved is required, in order to ensure
a better understanding of the responses of the plant to
environmental constraints.
Arabica coffee is native to Ethiopian tropical forests
at altitudes of 1600-2800 m. In this region, air temperature
shows little seasonal fluctuation, with an annual average
of about 20ºC. Rainfall is well distributed, varying from
1600 to more than 2000 mm, with a dry season lasting
three to four months coinciding with the coolest period. In
this environment, arabica coffee became established as an
understorey shrub (Sylvain, 1955). Robusta coffee, in turn, is
native to the lowland forests of the Congo River basin, which
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extend up to Lake Victoria in Uganda. The altitude of this
region varies from sea level up to 1200 m in Uganda. This
species developed as a midstorey tree in a dense, equatorial
rainforest. In that region, the average temperature is between
24-26ºC, without large oscillations, with abundant rainfall
superior to 2000 mm distributed over a 9- to 10-month
period, and atmospheric humidity frequently approaching
saturation (Coste, 1992).
The optimum mean annual temperature range for
arabica coffee is 18-21ºC (Alègre, 1959). Above 23ºC,
development and ripening of fruits are accelerated, often
leading to loss of quality (Camargo, 1985). Continuous
exposure to temperatures as high as 30ºC could result in
not only depressed growth but also in abnormalities such as
yellowing of leaves and growth of tumors at the base of the
stem (Franco, 1958). A relatively high temperature during
blossoming, especially if associated with a prolonged dry
season, may cause abortion of flowers (Camargo, 1985).
It should be noted, however, that selected cultivars under
intensive management conditions have allowed arabica
coffee plantations to be spread to marginal regions with
average temperatures as high as 24-25ºC, with satisfactory
yields, such as in the northeast of Brazil (DaMatta, 2004a).
On the other hand, in regions with a mean annual temperature
below 17-18ºC, growth is largely depressed. Occurrence of
frosts, even if sporadic, may strongly limit the economic
success of the crop (Camargo, 1985). For robusta coffee, the
optimum annual mean temperature ranges from 22 to 26ºC
(Matiello, 1998), or, according to Willson (1999), from 24 to
30ºC. High temperatures can be harmful, especially if the air
is dry (Coste, 1992). Robusta is much less adaptable to lower
temperatures than arabica coffee. Both leaves and fruits do
not withstand temperatures below 5-6ºC or long periods at
15ºC (Willson, 1999). As altitude relates to temperature,
robusta coffee can be grown between sea level and 800 m,
whereas arabica coffee grows best at higher altitudes and
is often grown in hilly areas, as in Colombia and Central
America. Coffee can also be grown at lower altitudes further
from the equator, unless limited by frost, as is the case of
arabica coffee in Brazil.
It should be noted that the adequate temperature value
changes with the phenological stage of coffee. The optimum
temperature for germination of arabica coffee is around 3032ºC, when it takes about 3 weeks to accomplish the process,
while at 17ºC it requires 3 months (Moraes, 1963; IBC,
1985), whereas above 35ºC germination is inhibited (Barros
et al., 1999). During the first weeks of plant development the
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optimum temperature is about 30/23ºC (day/night), but with
the production of the first branches the values decrease to 26/
20ºC and approximately after one year they are close to those
indicated for mature plants (Moraes, 1963; IARC, 1991;
Coste, 1992; Barros et al., 1999). Temperatures up to 30ºC are
also needed for floral bud initiation, but their development, as
well as growth of the fruit should occur at values around 23/
17ºC (Carvajal, 1984; Camargo, 1985; Barros et al., 1999).
Moreover, for adequate root development, 24-27ºC seems to
be the best range of soil temperature (IBC, 1985).
Rainfall requirements depend on the retention properties
of the soil, atmospheric humidity and cloud cover, as well as
cultivation practices. The optimum annual rainfall range is
1200-1800 mm for arabica coffee (Alègre, 1959). A similar
range seems to be required for robusta, although it adapts
better than arabica to intensive rainfall exceeding 2000 mm
(Coste, 1992). For both species, a short dry spell, lasting 24 months, corresponding to the quiescent growth phase, is
important to stimulate flowering (Haarer, 1958). Abundant
rainfall throughout the year is often responsible for scattered
harvest and low yields. Lack of a dry period can also limit
coffee cultivation in lowland tropical regions (Maestri and
Barros, 1977).
Air humidity has a significant impact on the vegetative
growth of the coffee tree. Robusta successfully grows
under high air humidity approaching saturation, or in less
humid sites, provided that the dry season is short. However,
Kouillou acclimates much better to drier environments than
the variety Robusta. In contrast, arabica coffee requires a
less humid atmosphere, comparable to that of the Ethiopian
highlands (Haarer, 1958; Coste, 1992).
In coffee plantations subjected to large wind shears
and advection, crop yield is usually depressed. Wind stress
may lead to a reduction of leaf area and internode length of
the orthotropic and plagiotropic branches (Caramori et al.,
1986), in addition to severely damaging leaves and buds
and exacerbating shedding of developing flowers and fruits
(Camargo, 1985; Matiello et al., 2002). Hot winds increase
crop evapotranspiration (ETc) and therefore rainfall (or
irrigation) requirements of the trees increase. Where strong
wind is frequent, windbreaks or tree shelter is recommended
as both may improve crop performance.
CONTROL OF OXIDATIVE STRESS AS A DECISIVE
COMPONENT OF DROUGHT AND EXTREME
TEMPERATURE TOLERANCE ABILITY
Primary effects of stresses, such as cold and drought, are
often related, causing cellular damage and secondary stresses,
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e.g., osmotic and oxidative stress, resulting in disruption of
osmotic and ionic homeostasis and damage to proteins and
membranes. These imbalances will trigger downstream
signalling and transcription control, which activate
mechanisms, such as antifreezing and chaperone functions
(e.g., chitinases, glucanases, thaumatin-like proteins, heatshock proteins, late embriogenesis abundant proteins, coldrelated genes), detoxification [e.g., superoxide dismutase
(SOD), ascorbate peroxidase (APX)], osmoprotection (e.g.,
proline, glycine betaine, sugar polyols), etc., that re-establish
cellular homeostasis (Wang et al., 2003).
In cellular metabolism, one unavoidable consequence
of chloroplast and mitochondrial electron transport is the
leakage of electrons to molecular oxygen. In photosynthetic
structures this leads to oxidative stress, a common occurrence
promoted by several types of environmental limitations (e.g.,
drought, salinity, cold, heat, etc.) that cause a decrease
in energy consumption without a significant reduction in
energy capture. This could be explained by (i) a decrease in
stomatal conductance (gs), which limits the access of CO2
to the carboxylation sites, (ii) an overall decrease in the rate
of chemical and enzyme reactions (e.g., due to cold), and
(iii) specific impairments of the electron transport chain and
key metabolic enzymes (such as ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
carboxylase/oxygenase – rubisco). Such impacts do decrease
the use of energy and reducing power (causing an increase
in the intrathylakoidal ΔpH and an over-reduction of the
thylakoid electron transport chain) and produce an imbalance
between the absorbed energy at the level of light-harvesting
complexes (LHC) and its use through photochemistry. Those
conditions will increase the probability of the transfer of
excitation energy from chlorophyll (chl) to O2, producing
1O , and the addition of electrons at photosystem (PS) I and
2
PSII level, producing O2•− that in turn can originate H2O2
and •OH. These highly reactive forms are called reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and are responsible for cellular
oxidative stress conditions, provoking extensive damage in
cell machinery, namely in the illuminated chloroplast that is
the major cellular ROS producer and also its primary target
(Asada e Takahashi, 1987; Asada, 1994; Alscher et al., 1997;
Mano, 2002; Perl-Treves and Perl, 2002). Extensive ROSinduced damage occurs through lipid peroxidation, bleaching
of pigments (e.g., in P680), protein (e.g., D1 protein) and
DNA degradation, as well as through enzyme inactivation
(Foyer et al., 1994; Niyogi, 1999). This lowers even further
the utilization of photons, thereby enhancing the generation
of such molecules. In this way, ROS production and
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content should be kept under strict control and an increased
expression of antioxidative scavengers is therefore of
paramount importance (Hällgreen and Öquist, 1990; Foyer et
al., 1994; Krause, 1994; Adams and Demmig-Adams, 1995;
Adams and Barker, 1998).
In order to deal with oxidative stress, plants developed
a complex and integrated network of protection mechanisms
that avoid the production and/or control the action of the
produced ROS. According to its action, these mechanisms
may be divided into those that:
1) Promote the reduction of energy capture - a highly
efficient way of avoiding a chloroplast energy overcharge is
reducing energy absorption by leaves. This may be achieved
through leaf movements and rolling, production of reflecting
surfaces, movement of chloroplasts to the opposite side of
the cell to light incidence, decreases in chl content, etc.
Such mechanisms may decrease the absorption of incident
radiation by up to 40 % (Larcher, 1995; Lawlor, 2001;
Karpinski et al., 2002).
2) Increase the photochemical use or the nonphotochemical dissipation ability of excess energy
- improved photochemical use of energy can be achieved
through the reinforcement of thylakoid electron transport
components, rubisco, etc., allowing the maintenance of
thylakoid reduction state (Xu et al., 1999; Kornyeyev et
al., 2001). This includes the state-transition mechanism,
understood as the migration of LHCs between PSII and PSI
that allows a better redistribution of excitation energy. If the
LHCs just disconnect from PSII, dissipating the absorbed
energy, this will configure a dissipation mechanism that
protects P680 (Adams and Demmig-Adams, 1995; Horton
et al., 1996; Kornyeyev et al., 2001; Karpinski et al., 2002).
Other dissipation mechanisms include the photorespiration
pathway and the pseudocyclic electron transport process
(Mehler Reaction), both of which require complementary
mechanisms for O2•− removal, as well as increases in
both non-photochemical quenching and contents of
photoprotective pigments (β-carotene, lutein and zeaxanthin),
which act through thermal dissipation (Siefermann-Harms,
1988; Young, 1991; De Las Rivas et al., 1993; Krause, 1994;
Krivosheeva et al. 1996; Niyogi et al., 1997; Xu et al., 1999;
Havaux and Kloppstech 2001; Adams et al., 2002; Foyer,
2002; Karpinski et al., 2002). These processes decrease the
production of highly reactive compounds and prevent the
over-reduction of the electron transport chain and the overacidification of the thylakoid lumen, which sensitize PSII to
photodamage (Müller et al., 2001; Mano, 2002).
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3) Control the production and the level of highly reactive
compounds, through the Haliwell-Asada pathway - despite
the above cited mechanisms, an over-production of ROS
could occur under environmental stress conditions, requiring
a complementary line of defence to efficiently remove
them. That is the function of the Haliwell-Asada pathway
(also known as the ascorbate/glutathione cycle), which
involves the action of several scavengers, including enzymes
(APX, monodehydroascorbate reductase, dehydroascorbate
reductase, glutathione reductase), hydrophilic (ascorbate
and reduced glutathione) and lipophilic (zeaxanthin and αtocopherol) molecules (Hällgreen and Öquist, 1990; Foyer et
al., 1994; Krause, 1994; Adams and Demmig-Adams, 1995;
Alscher et al., 1997; Adams and Barker, 1998; Munné-Bosch
and Alegre, 2002; Perl-Treves and Perl, 2002).
4) Promote long-term structural changes - a consolidated
acclimation should also involve long-term structural changes
at the membrane level, namely quantitative and qualitative
changes in lipids and protein components. The ability to
maintain de novo synthesis, to repair and replace affected
cellular components, is of utmost importance. Also, the
maintenance of fluidity of membranes (thus, functionality) is
essential for drought and cold tolerance and can be achieved
through changes in the balance of lipid classes and fatty acid
(FA) saturation (Nishida and Murata, 1996; Routaboul et al.,
2000; Xin and Browse, 2000; Iba, 2002). For instance, the
increase in the unsaturation level of FA results in a lower
transition temperature between the crystal (functional)
and gel (non-functional), a quite important feature, as
inferred from the fact that most subtropical fruit trees
have a transition temperature between 10 and 15ºC, while
those from temperate climate have values between 3 and
5ºC (Harwood, 1997). Opposite changes occur under high
temperatures in order to control an over-fluidity promoted
by heat. These changes in FA unsaturation levels could be
achieved by preferential synthesis of palmitic acid (C16:0)
and a decrease in linolenic acid (C18:3).
With regard to arabica coffee plants, peroxidation of
membrane lipids plays a decisive role in the high cold
sensitivity of roots, probably linked to a limitation in
the functioning of antioxidative systems provoked by a
decreased respiratory activity. The latter brings about a
low availability of reducing power that in turn leads to the
failure of antioxidative enzymes to protect lipid membranes,
causing a higher root tissue damage and membrane rigidity
(Alonso et al., 1997; Queiroz et al., 1998).
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A recent set of studies with potted plants of several
coffee genotypes, which were submitted to low positive
temperatures (Quartin et al., 2000; Campos et al., 2003;
Ramalho et al., 2003; Ramalho et al., unpublished results)
showed that Icatu (a hybrid of C. arabica x C. canephora,
but backcrossed so many times with C. arabica that some
researchers consider it as an arabica cultivar) exhibited better
cold acclimation ability than the other genotypes studied
(see also “Low positive temperature stress” section), namely
due to the small membrane selectivity loss and peroxidative
degradation. This would be related to the maintenance (or
increase) in the FA saturation of membrane lipids and the
reinforcement of the antioxidative system (observed also
in cv. Catuaí). In fact, a higher FA saturation level turns the
membranes more resistant to peroxidation, since the double
bonds from polyunsaturated FA are the preferential substrate
for peroxidative enzymes and ROS attack. Such changes allow
the coffee plants to maintain higher photosynthetic activity
due to an organized and functional membrane structure
(still, more rigid) less sensitive to ROS. Such qualitative
changes in membrane lipids seem also to play an important
role in acclimation of the coffee tree to other conditions that
promote oxidative stress, such as high-irradiance exposure
(Ramalho et al., 1998), becoming important in a quite short
(8 h) time (Gascó et al., 2004).
Changes in the lipid classes concerning cold tolerance
are also important, namely those in the galactolipids mono
galactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG) and digalactosyldiacylg
lycerol (DGDG), which are the main lipid components of
thylakoids, representing up to about 60 % (Harwood, 1988;
1997; Xin and Browse, 2000). Decreases in the MGDG/
DGDG ratio due to a preferential DGDG synthesis have
been related to higher tolerance to cold (Hurry et al., 1998;
Iba, 2002; Karpinski et al., 2002) and drought (Gigon et al.,
2004). However, such changes were insufficient to increase
cold tolerance, as found in C. dewevrei, C. canephora cv.
Apoatã and in the hybrid Piatã (C. arabica x C. dewevrei)
which showed decreases of about 14 %, 27 % and 41 %,
respectively in the MGDG/DGDG ratio, but proved to be cold
sensitive. Instead, Icatu (and partially C. arabica cv. Catuaí),
that was more cold tolerant, displayed small changes in these
lipid characteristics, suggesting that the MGDG/DGDG ratio
changes are not decisive for low temperature acclimation
in coffee (Campos et al., 2003). On the other hand, Icatu
showed the lower content (ca. 20 %) of saturated FA (mainly
C16:0 and stearic acid – C18:0) of phosphatidylglycerol
(PG) under cold conditions, in contrast to the almost 40 %
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observed in C. dewevrei, with Catuaí having an intermediate
value, slightly below 30 %. Icatu (and Catuaí) also displayed
the highest content of trans-Δ3-hexadecenoic acid (C16:1t),
the major FA of PG that is characteristic of chloroplasts
(Campos et al., 2003). Altogether, such changes would
largely explain the better cold tolerance of Icatu since such
tolerance has been related to a much lower FA saturation
level in PG than in cold-sensitive cultivars. Moreover,
trans-Δ3-hexadecenoic acid has been implicated in the
stabilization/association of LHC with the reaction centres, as
well as in the process of replacement of damaged D1 protein
(Horváth et al., 1987; Huner et al., 1989; Moon et al., 1995;
Harwood, 1997; Iba, 2002). On this evidence, we suggest
that the FA constitution and the degree of saturation of PG
in chloroplast membranes play an important role in cold
tolerance in coffee. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind
that an equilibrium should be reached between changes that
allow a higher membrane tolerance to peroxidation but will
turn the membrane more rigid at low temperatures (higher FA
saturation level) and those that promote membrane fluidity
but allow ROS attack (lower FA saturation level).
The role of oxidative stress control for the expression
of cold acclimation ability could be inferred from the
comparison between several coffee genotypes with different
cold tolerance, being cv. Apoatã and C. dewevrei more
sensitive and Icatu more tolerant, as already mentioned.
Icatu showed a lower increase in membrane selectivity loss
and in peroxidative degradation, that could be related to the
maintenance of (or increase in) the global FA saturation
level of membrane lipids and the reinforcement of the
antioxidative system (observed also in Catuaí), responsible
for maintaining an organized and functional membrane
structure less sensitive to ROS attack on the double bonds
of unsaturated FA (Quartin et al., 2000; Campos et al.,
2003; Ramalho et al., 2003; Ramalho et al., unpublished
results). In contrast, Apoatã and Piatã submitted to chilling
showed a strong increase (31 % and 21 %, respectively) in
FA unsaturation, which could help to maintain membrane
fluidity, but turn it more sensitive to ROS, resulting in higher
membrane leakage (Campos et al., 2003). In Icatu, oxidative
stress was in fact much more controlled, as inferred from (i)
the maintenance (•OH) or decrease (H2O2) of ROS levels,
(ii) the strong increase of some photoprotective pigments
(e.g., zeaxanthin and lutein) and (iii) the maintenance of high
activities of antioxidant enzymes (chloroplast Cu,Zn-SOD
and APX), especially during the cold exposure period (Lidon
et al., 2004; Ramalho et al., unpublished data). On the other
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hand, it is reasonable to admit that with temperatures close to
0ºC the antioxidative mechanisms based on enzymes will be
severely suppressed in vivo (Geiger et al., 1992; Adams and
Demmig-Adams, 1995), turning even more important the
reinforcement of the xanthophylls (zeaxanthin and lutein) and
β-carotene contents in the LHC (Pogson et al., 1998; Havaux
and Niyogi, 1999; Karpinski et al., 2002). This justifies
the strong increases (and the highest absolute contents) in
those pigments in Icatu (and partially in Catuaí) and helps
to explain its relatively high-cold tolerance (Ramalho et al.,
2003; Ramalho et al., unpublished results).
The above results reinforce, in our opinion, that the
acquirement of cold tolerance of the coffee photosynthetic
apparatus (and thus, of the cell) is mostly related to the control
of oxidative stress, achieved through the presence and/or
reinforcement of antioxidative mechanisms, as previously
reported under photoinhibitory conditions induced by high
irradiance (Ramalho et al., 1998, 2000). It is recognized that
under cold the photochemical use of energy absorbed by chl
is greatly diminished, leading to an accumulation of excited
state molecules (e.g., 3chl*, 1chl, 1O2) in the pigment bed
and to the over-production of ROS. Furthermore, changes
in the redox potential are implicated in the induction of gene
expression of ROS scavenging enzymes, which agrees with
the decisive role of those enzymes in the acclimation to cold
(Karpinski et al., 2002; Mano, 2002; Perl-Treves and Perl,
2002). That also underlines the reason for the similarity
of the defence mechanisms induced by cold and other
environmental stresses (particularly by drought) that limit
the photosynthetic metabolism.
It should be remembered that in tropical areas both
low and high temperatures and water deficit may occur
concomitantly in field conditions. As such, it is not unusual
that oxidative stress control is of common importance for
both of these environmental limitations. Few studies have
been undertaken in order to associate oxidative stress and
drought (see definition below) tolerance in coffee. Lima et al.
(2002), from a study of two clones of robusta coffee rapidly
drought stressed, observed remarkably larger increases in
the activity of the antioxidant system in the drought-tolerant
clone 120 than in the drought-sensitive clone 109A, when
the net photosynthetic rate (A) in both was suppressed upon
discontinuing irrigation. They also showed that the extent
of cellular damage, evaluated via lipid peroxidation and
electrolyte leakage, was substantially lower in the clone 120
than in the clone 109A. Therefore, Lima and co-workers
proposed that drought tolerance in robusta coffee might be at
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least partially associated with increased activity of antioxidant
enzymes (e.g., SOD, APX, catalase), as has been noted in
different drought-tolerant species and genotypes (Smirnoff,
1995). In another study, Pinheiro et al. (2004) subjected
four clones of robusta (14 and 120, drought-tolerant; 46 and
109A, drought-sensitive) to long-term drought until water
potential (Ψw) before dawn reached -3.0 MPa. They found
that induction of defence mechanisms against oxidative
stress triggered by drought was greater in drought-sensitive
than in drought-tolerant clones. Since the extent of cellular
damage was comparatively similar or smaller in the latter, an
increased oxidative process suffered by the sensitive clones
should have occurred. However, Pinheiro et al. (2004) were
unable to distinguish the drought-tolerant clone 14 from the
drought-sensitive clones 46 and 109A in terms of defence
mechanisms to cope with paraquat-induced oxidative stress,
and they then proposed that there would be no overall link
between oxidative stress and drought tolerance. Nonetheless,
revisiting the results of Pinheiro et al. (2004) allow us to infer
that the drought-tolerant clone 120, which is able to endure
long drought spells with acceptable yields under this condition
(but not the tolerant clone 14), showed an enhanced ability to
cope with paraquat-induced oxidative stress compared to
the other clones evaluated. This was further reinforced by
results of Menezes (2005), who observed that SOD activity
in clone 120 was maximum at paraquat concentrations as
high as 20 μM, whereas in the clone 109A such an activity
was completely abolished. Therefore, we propose that a
more efficient antioxidant system might play a decisive
role in drought tolerance in coffee, particularly in genotypes
that favour production over survival in dry environments. A
comparison of the results of Lima et al. (2002) and Pinheiro
et al. (2004) also indicated that, if water deficit proceeds
slowly, the coffee plants can acclimate to drought and, as a
consequence, they could largely avoid oxidative stress.
IMPACT AND RESPONSES TO DROUGHT STRESS
From a meteorological point of view, drought refers only
to a period in which rainfall fails to keep up with potential
evapotranspiration. However, particularly in the tropics,
drought episodes are remarkably aggravated by both high
solar radiation and high temperature, so drought should be
considered as a multidimensional stress (DaMatta, 2003).
Here, we will consider drought as an environmental factor
that produces water deficit in plants, which is initiated when
low Ψw develops and cell turgor begins to fall below its
maximum value. In contrast to many other stressful events
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(e.g., frosts), stress caused by drought usually does not occur
suddenly, but develops slowly and increases in intensity the
longer it lasts. Therefore, the time factor plays a crucial role
in survival and/or maintenance of productivity under drought
conditions.
As for other stresses, the slow imposition of drought
allows the development of a range of time-dependent
morphological and physiological acclimation responses.
Despite this, many studies concerning drought effects on
coffee physiology have been carried out on plants grown in
small containers under greenhouse conditions. This has been
done in order to rapidly understand the plant’s behaviour
without the complicating effects of environmental variability.
However, such an approach provides only a limited
model of natural conditions since (i) growth, particularly
of roots, is restricted in potted trees, with observations
largely dependent on the rate of stress progression; (ii) soil
substrates in pot experiments usually have lower unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity than natural soils, thus enhancing the
probability of short and local water deficit in the roots; (iii)
the air surrounding the plant within a greenhouse is usually
isolated from the external atmosphere, thus fully decoupling
transpiration; and (iv) if humidity and temperature control
within a greenhouse is lacking, evaporative demand may
strongly rise due mainly to increased temperature which
can reach values as high as 45oC or more in the afternoon
on sunny summer days (DaMatta, 2003, and references
therein).
Water relations
Comparative analyses of variables of tissue water
relations based on pressure-volume curves (Table 1) suggest
that irrespective of water supply coffee leaves show a
high relative water content (RWC) at the turgor loss point,
usually close to 90 %, a phenomenon largely associated with
low cell-wall elasticity (see below) (DaMatta et al., 1993;
Pinheiro et al., 2005). This corresponds to Ψw values ranging
from –1.5 to –2.2 MPa for irrigated plants, with lower
values for nonirrigated genotypes exhibiting some osmotic
adjustment (Table 1), herein defined as a net increased solute
concentration. Table 1 indicates that osmotic adjustment
is not a general trait observed in coffee under drought
conditions, as noted previously (Golberg et al., 1984;
DaMatta 2004b). Thus, this mechanism, although it has been
generally associated with maintenance of gas exchange in
many plant species under drought conditions (Turner, 1997),
could hardly explain the stomatal sensitivity of coffee to
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Table 1. Osmotic potential at the turgor loss point (Ψπ (0), MPa), bulk modulus of elasticity (ε, MPa), and relative water content
at the turgor loss point (RWC(0), %) of coffee plants. The first five genotypes belong to the arabica group, Siriema is a hybrid
between C. arabica and C. racemosa, and the other genotypes belong to the robusta group. Plants were grown under pot (P)
or field (F) conditions. When underlined, means for drought-stressed plants differ from those for control plants (P ≤ 0·05).
na = not available.
Control

Genotypes

Drought

Source

Ψπ (0)

ε

RWC(0)

Ψπ (0)

ε

RWC(0)

Catuaí (P)
Catuaí (F)
Catimor (P)
Mundo Novo (P)
Catucaí (P)
Siriema (P)

-1.48
-1.59
-1.77
-1.57
-1.71
-1.78

23
20
25
25
22
21

93.6
91.0
93.1
93.4
92.8
91.4

-1.81
-1.84
-2.08
-1.91
-2.14
-2.12

24
23
27
25
20
18

93.6
92.6
92.9
93.2
90.2
89.9

DaMatta et al. (1993)
DaMatta (unpublished)
DaMatta et al. (1993)
DaMatta et al. (1993)
Dias and DaMatta (unpublished)
Dias and DaMatta (unpublished)

Conilon (P)
Clone 46 (P)
Clone 46 (F)
Clone 99 (P)
Clone 120 (P)
Clone 120 (F)

-1.68
-2.22
-1.75
-2.04
-2.23
-2.07

24
19
8
13
18
16

91.8
90.1
na
na
89.6
na

-2.16
-2.31
-2.45
-2.42
-2.37
-1.88

31
19
25
22
19
12

93.7
90.8
na
na
89.7
na

DaMatta et al. (1993)
Pinheiro (2004)
DaMatta et al. (2003)
DaMatta et al. (2002a)
Pinheiro (2004)
DaMatta et al. (2003)

drought. Furthermore, leaf water deficits may develop faster
upon discontinuing irrigation in coffee genotypes having
greater amplitude of osmotic adjustment (DaMatta, 2004b).
Most work shows a high bulk volumetric modulus of
elasticity (ε) in both arabica and robusta coffee (Table 1;
see also Meinzer et al., 1990b), which is associated with
low cell-wall elasticity and an efficient stomatal control
of transpiration rate (E) (DaMatta, 2004b). Under drought
conditions, little difference in ε has been reported for arabica
(18 to 27 MPa), but such differences appear to be larger (8
to 31 MPa) within robusta coffee genotypes. In both species,
ε may increase, decrease or remain unresponsive to drought,
depending on both genotype and growth conditions (table
1). As discussed by DaMatta et al. (2003), a smaller ε or a
decrease in ε would allow turgor to decline more slowly as
dehydration progresses. This would reduce the fluctuation
of both cell turgor and Ψw, and may have ecological
significance by buffering plants against short-term changes
in water content. In contrast, for plants with a higher ε, Ψw
drops faster during dehydration, thus increasing the soil-plant
gradient of Ψw and enhancing water uptake. However, if this
were true during the morning, an opposite trend would occur
in the late afternoon/night, when Ψw rises faster due to higher
ε, thus ultimately reducing water absorption. Therefore, total
water uptake integrated over a 24h period would not be as
large as often believed in plants with higher ε.
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The absence of a defined pattern in osmotic or elastic
adjustment in coffee suggests that the preservation of gas
exchange and elongation growth should not be closely associated with turgor maintenance, and is consistent with reports
in which the adaptive role of such adjustments is questioned
(Munns, 1988; Blake and Tschaplinski, 1992; White et al.,
1996). In fact, the high RWC maintained by coffee leaves
under dehydrating conditions (Nunes, 1976; Josis et al.,
1983; DaMatta et al., 1993, 2002a) appears to be a means of
avoiding, rather than tolerating, desiccation (DaMatta et al.,
1993). Such a high RWC has been associated with conservation of a high symplast volume, which appears to be more
directly related to maintenance of gas exchange than turgor
per se, as shown by Meinzer et al. (1990b) working with five
arabica coffee cultivars subjected to drought. They found that
drought-stressed plants were often functioning and showing
considerable leaf gas exchange at low or zero turgor. Similar
responses appear to occur with field-grown trees of robusta
coffee under rain-fed conditions (DaMatta et al., 2003).
It is generally accepted that the increase in cellular
osmolarity, which results from the accumulation of non-toxic
(thus compatible) osmotically active solutes, is associated
with turgor maintenance and osmotic equilibrium without
disturbing macromolecular-solvent interactions (Hare et al.,
1998). In some species, accumulation of compatible solutes,
such as proline and quaternary ammonium compounds, has
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been considered as an adaptation to water shortage that could
be used as an index for ranking genotypes with superior
performance under drought conditions. In coffee, however,
such accumulation does not satisfactorily correlate with
drought tolerance in various cultivars of arabica and robusta
(Vasudeva et al., 1981; Maestri et al., 1995). In any case, a
build-up of such compounds under water-deficit conditions
appears to be a sensitive indicator of leaf water status
(Maestri et al., 1995). Furthermore, proline accumulation
in arabica plants might be related to the injury caused by
drought (Mazzafera and Teixeira, 1989).
The physiological mechanisms underlying coffee tolerance to drought appear to be largely related to the strong
sensitivity of coffee stomata to both soil (Wormer, 1965; Tesha and Kumar, 1978; Carr, 2001; Pinheiro et al., 2005) and
atmospheric (Nunes, 1988; Gutiérrez et al., 1994; Kanechi et
al., 1995; Barros et al., 1997; Tausend et al., 2000a, Pinheiro
et al., 2005) water deficits. In arabica coffee, gs appears to be
an early indicator of soil drying, showing decreases as soon
as one-third of the available soil water has been depleted
(Nunes, 1976), although this is not effectively accompanied
by proportional reductions in E (Bierhuizen et al., 1969).
For both arabica and robusta coffee, gs has been shown to
decrease curvilinearly with decreasing leaf Ψw, with no apparent threshold value of Ψw at which stomatal closure is
observed (Nunes and Correia, 1983; Kanechi et al., 1995b;
Pinheiro et al., 2005). This suggests a strong sensitivity of
coffee stomata to rising internal water deficit. The positive
relation between gs and Ψw is expected when soil moisture
changes and indirectly affects stomata through a hydraulic
feedback (Jones, 1998). Pinheiro et al. (2005) found a rapid
recovery of Ψw that was accompanied by increased gs after
re-watering drought-stressed (predawn Ψw = -3.0 MPa)
clones of robusta coffee, emphasizing the role of leaf water
status on stomatal control. In contrast, Wormer (1965) noted
that the degree of stomatal opening in nonirrigated arabica
trees did not return to control (irrigated) levels for several
months after the rains began, whereas Browning and Fisher
(1975) reported that for up to 4 weeks after the relief of stress
the degree of stomatal opening was 40-60 % larger than that
recorded in continuously irrigated arabica coffee trees. In any
case, insufficient information was presented in the last two
studies to assess the role of soil water availability on stomatal
behaviour.
In field-grown coffee trees, gs typically is high during
early morning and decreases throughout the day as irradiance
and vapour pressure deficit (D) between the leaf and air rise
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(Gutiérrez et al., 1994; Barros et al., 1997). During the
warmer periods of the day, artificial elevation of relative
humidity seems to stimulate the coffee stomata to open,
especially when soil moisture is not limiting (Tesha and
Kumar, 1978). Also, several studies have indicated that
gs is greater in the shade than in sunlit coffee leaves (e.g.,
Kumar and Tieszen, 1980a; Fanjul et al., 1985; Gutiérrez et
al., 1994), particularly throughout the morning. However,
this behaviour has been attributed to the sensitivity of the
stomata to leaf-to-air D rather than to solar radiation (Nunes,
1988; Gutiérrez et al., 1994; Carr, 2001; DaMatta, 2004a).
The remarkable decrease in gs with rising leaf-to-air D may
even occur irrespective of changes in Ψw (Gutiérrez et al.,
1994; Kanechi et al., 1995a; Barros et al., 1997; Tausend
et al., 2000a; Pinheiro et al., 2005), a feed-forward means
of stomatal regulation of leaf water status. The relationship
between gs and leaf-to-air D has been described either by a
curvilinear (arabica coffee; Fanjul et al., 1985; Hernández et
al., 1989; Gutiérrez et al., 1994; Kanechi et al., 1995) or a
simple linear (robusta coffee; Pinheiro et al., 2005) decay
function. It should be emphasized, however, that in some
progenies of robusta coffee gs does not apparently respond, or
does so poorly, to changes in evaporative demand (DaMatta et
al., 1997a; Pinheiro et al., 2005). There is also circumstantial
evidence that stomatal aperture in C. canephora cv. Apoatã,
presumably promoted by chemical signals from roots, is
less responsive to decreasing soil water availability than in
arabica (Fahl et al., 2001). Because robusta coffee evolved
in a wetter region than arabica, the requirement for efficient
stomatal control of E would thus be less important for
robusta than for arabica coffee (DaMatta, 2003). Considered
together, these responses suggest that robusta has a lower
stomatal sensitivity to evaporative demand, which leads
to a less efficient control of E. This might explain, at least
partially, why robusta is more responsive to irrigation than
arabica coffee (DaMatta, 2004a,b).
In field-grown arabica coffee, Wormer (1965) demonstrated that applications of N fertilizers increased aperture of
stomata without affecting their frequency and size. Segura
(1989) found in arabica seedlings that urea sprays increased
E, presumably due to increased gs, which was accompanied
by a reduction in Ψw. Tesha and Kumar (1978), from field
experiments with arabica coffee conducted in Kenya, showed
that E at the leaf level increased with increasing N status under an adequate water supply, and decreased markedly as
soil water became less available. Such behaviour obviously
is of particular interest in relation to coffee cropping since
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it would allow minimization of water loss under drought
while maximizing carbon gain at the expense of water loss
under high soil moisture. However, in potted robusta coffee
N supply did not affect the stomatal behaviour, regardless of
the leaf water status (DaMatta et al., 2002a,b). In contrast, N
application brought about an increased cell-wall rigidity and
osmotic adjustment upon discontinuing watering (DaMatta
et al., 2002a). Thus, the effects of N supply on drought tolerance of robusta coffee plants might be more directly related
to an increasing ability for water uptake instead of a decreasing water loss through stomatal control.
Stomatal control of E may decrease substantially as the
scale increases from leaf to canopy. As the leaf transpires,
water vapour tends to humidify the air nearby the leaves,
thus decreasing the boundary layer conductance (gb)
surrounding each leaf and uncoupling the vapour pressure
at the leaf surface from that of the bulk air (Jarvis and
McNaughton, 1986). When plant canopy is poorly coupled
to the atmosphere, i.e. when the canopy gb is small as in
high-density plantings or as a result of factors such as low
windspeed, E becomes much more dependent on solar
radiation than on D. In contrast, when the plant canopy is
well coupled to the atmosphere, as occurs in hedges with
large inter-row spaces, the ratio of gs to gb decreases, and
then E becomes more sensitive to gs and D (DaMatta, 2003).
Jarvis and McNaughton (1986) described quantitatively the
sensitivity of leaf or canopy E to a marginal change in gs
using a decoupling factor, Ω
Ω = (e + 1)/(e + 1 + gb/gs)
in which e is the increase in latent heat content of the air
per increase of sensible heat content of saturated air. Values
for Ω range from zero to unity: as Ω approaches 1, stomatal
control of E declines progressively. Of course, values of Ω
tend to decrease when gs is dropped by drought or afternoon
reduction in stomatal aperture, and to increase as gs increases
as well.
Within arabica and robusta coffee, there are large genotypic differences in crown morphology and total leaf surface
area per plant. Because leaf size and density are related to gb
and aerodynamic roughness, hydraulic architectural traits of
coffee genotypes are expected to vary accordingly. Tausend
et al. (2000b) compared three arabica coffee cultivars with
contrasting growth habits and crown architectures and
showed that regulation of E (as measured by the sap flow
technique) was governed by divergent hydraulic architecture
rather than stomatal physiology. On a daily basis, maximum
total whole-plant E was 13 kg in cv. Typica with the most
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open crown (Ω = 0.38; 22.9 ± 1.7 m2 leaf area), against 8 kg
in cv. Yellow Caturra with the shortest and dense crown (Ω
= 0.56; 27.5 ± 3.3 m2 leaf area). This corroborates some empirical observations that dwarf cultivars with dense crowns
(larger Ω) are better able to postpone dehydration than cultivars with open crowns, regardless, within given limits, of
their leaf areas (DaMatta, 2004b). Interestingly, Tausend et
al. (2000b) observed that E remained nearly constant in all
cultivars examined following 40 % defoliation. They found
weak correlations of E and crown conductance with Ψw, but
strong correlations of those variables with total hydraulic
conductance of the soil-leaf pathway (Gt), suggesting that
E may be limited by Gt. This behaviour was independent
of gs, which did not increase significantly, and therefore a
compensatory increase in leaf-level E should have occurred
as a consequence of increased coupling between the canopy
and the atmosphere. This finding has practical implications
for managing irrigation in pruned orchards, because it cannot
be assumed that whole-plant water requirements would be
reduced in proportion to the leaf area removed (Tausend et
al., 2000b). The above considerations well illustrate the assertion of Jones (1998) that “plant physiologists, in general,
have tended to overestimate the control exerted by stomata
on E as a result of ignoring the canopy and regional boundary
layers, thus they have tended to underestimate Ω”. Nevertheless, the importance of stomatal control on water loss clearly
increases with increasing plant water deficit.
The strong association of total E with Gt suggests that
coffee cultivars with lower Gt should deplete accessible
soil water more sparingly when it is readily available, thus
retaining more water in the soil profile for longer periods.
In contrast, higher Gt might attenuate variation in Ψw with
variation in water availability, which may help to avoid nonstomatal limitation to photosynthesis and xylem cavitation
(Tausend et al., 2000a), in addition to maintaining a high
internal hydrostatic pressure allowing growth. A higher Gt
has also been associated with greater biomass accumulation,
as observed in unstressed clones of robusta coffee (Pinheiro
et al., 2005). On the other hand, higher Gt would be
disadvantageous with long-term soil drying, since it would
hasten the development of severe plant water deficit, but
advantageous with a non-limiting water supply or with brief
soil water shortages. Hence, cultivars with higher Gt and less
responsive to changes in D should be targeted to regions with
no prolonged droughts or, alternatively, to cultivation with
supplemental irrigation.
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Water use can be usefully expressed through the crop
coefficient (Kc), a ratio between ETc and the reference
evapotranspiration (ET0). Maximum values of Kc varied
between 0.59 (for a leaf area index, LAI = 1.4) and ca. 0.80
(for a LAI = 5.4–6.7), as estimated in an irrigated coffee
(cv. Yellow Catuaí) plantation in a hedgerow configuration
carried out in Hawaii by Gutiérrez and Meinzer (1994a).
They showed that crop E became an increasingly important
component of ETc as the canopy develops, reaching 95
% of ETc at a LAI = 6.7. In contrast, soil temperature
(i.e., within-row advection) played a predominant role at
early stages of canopy development. Regardless of LAI,
temporal changes in ETc in well-watered coffee plants do
not necessarily accompany changes in ET0, so it is common
that a seasonal reduction in Kc, and thus in water use, may
occur independently of seasonal changes in evaporative
demand. This response appears to be a consequence of the
efficient stomatal closure as the air becomes drier. After
withholding irrigation, Kc began to decline shortly (ca. 5
days), halving in value from 0.8 to 0.4 after 18 days. This
seemed to be entirely traceable to continuous reduction in
E (normalized by net solar radiation) that began before any
detectable reduction in Ψw, suggesting a stomatal limitation
to E (Gutiérrez and Meinzer, 1994a). In a companion study,
Gutiérrez and Meinzer (1994b) showed that withholding
irrigation remarkably influenced the energy balance of the
coffee crop, strongly increasing the Bowen ratio (the ratio of
sensible to latent heat loss) from 0.3 in well-irrigated plants
to 1.4 after imposing a drying cycle for 23 days, indicating
that the largest proportion of net radiation was dissipated as
sensible heat with rising plant water deficit. However, a rapid
recovery of all energy balance components to their previous
values was found upon resuming irrigation. Taken together,
these considerations reinforce the importance of stomatal
behaviour in controlling the water use of coffee, particularly
under soil and atmospheric water deficit.
Vulnerability of the xylem to cavitation appears at first
glance to be high in coffee. Tausend et al. (2000a), from a
study with excised branches of three arabica coffee cultivars,
showed that for Ψw = -2.5 MPa, hydraulic conductivity
decreased between 29 and 50 %, depending on cultivar.
According to these authors, the loss of hydraulic conductivity
at relatively high values of Ψw could be interpreted as a low
tolerance to drought, and could be related to the relatively
mild conditions in the understorey in which arabica coffee
evolved. On the other hand, even at the lowest Ψw measured
(ca. –6.5 MPa), substantial hydraulic conductivity, ranging
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from 20 to 40 %, remained in all cultivars examined.
Furthermore, the rapid recovery of Gt following a fall of rain
suggests that loss of xylem hydraulic conductivity at low Ψw
may be largely reversible in coffee (Tausend et al., 2000a).
Such information lends some support to explain why in
strongly drought-stressed (predawn Ψw < –4.0 MPa) plants
of robusta coffee, both under field and pot conditions, leaf
water status rapidly recovers (1-2 days) to control levels
upon re-watering (DaMatta, unpublished results). Taken
together, these results appear to be of paramount importance
in determining the fast recovery of coffee growth and canopy
development after prolonged drought events (6-7 months)
when the soil is re-wetted by rain, as empirically observed in
marginal lands in southeastern Brazil.
Photosynthesis and crop yield
The identification of a threshold at which A begins to
decline due to water limitation is of great relevance, since it
will define a range of soil and plant water status that would
likely result in large reductions in biological productivity.
Such a threshold was suggested to be close to Ψw of -1.0
MPa for potted arabica coffee growing in drying soil (Kumar
and Tieszen, 1980b). However, in most studies with potted
coffee, A has been shown to decrease curvilinearly with
decreasing Ψw (e.g., Kanechi et al., 1988, 1995b; Pinheiro
and DaMatta, unpublished results), with no clear Ψw setpoint to cause a reduction in A. This emphasizes the difficulty
to establish a precise Ψw at which photosynthesis begins
decreasing due to genotype variability, growth conditions,
rate of stress progression and interference of environmental
conditions during which measurements are conducted
(DaMatta, 2003). In effect, Almeida and Maestri (1997),
from a pot experiment with four arabica coffee cultivars,
reported exponential decreases (r2 = 0.99) in photosynthetic
capacity (Amax) which started to occur even at predawn Ψw
as high as –0.5 MPa. As photosynthesis was assessed under
presumably saturating CO2 (5 kPa), direct effects of water
deficit on the photosynthetic reactions at the chloroplast level
must have taken place. These results are difficult to reconcile
with field experiments in which A (expressed on a leaf area
basis) measured throughout the morning were maintained
at control levels with predawn Ψw as low as –1.5 MPa
(DaMatta et al., 2003).
In potted C. arabica cv. Typica, A decreased curvilinearly
with rising D (from 0.2 to about 1.7 kPa) (Fanjul et al.,
1985), while in C. arabica cv. Arabigo it remained relatively
unchanged as the leaf-to-air D increased from 0.5 to 1.5 kPa,
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but declined almost linearly for higher D values (Hernández
et al., 1989). In both situations, the effects of D on gs were
stronger than on A. This has been explained in terms of the
additional resistances associated with CO2 flux into leaves,
so partial closure of stomata does not necessarily decrease
the CO2 influx to the point of impairing photosynthesis. As
stomata close further, less CO2 flows into the leaves so that
stomatal limitations to photosynthesis then arise (DaMatta,
2003).
At the leaf level, in many species, including coffee
(e.g., Fanjul et al., 1985; Meinzer et al., 1990b, 1992), gs is
strongly correlated with A. The sensitivity, quite marked in
some instances, of gs to predawn Ψw and D (e.g., Pinheiro et
al., 2005) suggests that gs is a key factor limiting crop yield
in coffee. As reasoned by DaMatta (2003), in short-term soil
drought, yield reduction could be related to reduced gs and
concomitantly lower A, but in the long-term, a smaller leaf
area and an altered assimilate partitioning between plant
structures and organs could be more directly responsible
for decreased crop yield. The smaller leaf area (due to
decreased leaf size and production, and higher rates of leaf
senescence), as has been found in both pot- and field-grown
coffee plants (Meinzer et al., 1992; DaMatta et al., 2003),
should lead to a decreased Ω. Additional reductions in gs are
to be expected and, as a consequence, stomatal limitations to
photosynthesis should be exacerbated with the progression of
drought, thus further contributing to limit crop yield. Under
moderate water-deficit conditions, decreases in leaf area are
not necessarily accompanied by decreases in A on a leaf area
basis, but if drought progresses further, strong decreases in A
per unit leaf area may also be observed (Meinzer et al., 1992).
Whatever the case, interpretation of short-term gas-exchange
measurements in leaves with this form of phenotypic
adjustment to resource limitation may be problematic if the
total leaf area of each tree is not considered, as highlighted
elsewhere (DaMatta, 2004b).
Under severe drought conditions, non-stomatal
inhibition to photosynthesis certainly becomes important
(DaMatta et al., 1997a). However, severity of drought is
intimately related to the rate of stress progression, that is, the
fast the rate is, the lower the ability for the plant to acclimate
to drought, which would increase stress-induced imbalances
at the chloroplast level [e.g., compare data from Lima et al.
(2002) with those from Pinheiro et al. (2004)]. In coffee,
such imbalances are unlikely to be associated with PSII
photochemical efficiency since the variable to maximum
fluorescence ratio is remarkably stable under drought
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(Almeida and Maestri, 1996; DaMatta et al., 1997a, 2002;
Lima et al., 2002; Pinheiro et al., 2004; Praxedes et al., 2005),
or with decreased concentration of photosynthetic pigments
(Almeida and Maestri, 1996; Kanechi et al., 1996; DaMatta
et al., 1997a), but may involve decreases in carboxylation
function (Kanechi et al., 1996). Under rapidly imposed water
deficit (Ψw = -3.0 MPa), initial activity of rubisco, but not its
concentration, decreased by ca. 60 %, but when water deficit
was imposed slowly the concentration was also reduced
(Kanechi et al., 1991).
Drought stress stimulates earlier leaf senescence,
particularly in physiologically older leaves. In droughttolerant clones of robusta coffee grown in the field, this
is not apparently associated with a rise in oxidative stress
conditions since the extent of lipid peroxidation was similar
in both irrigated and severely drought-stressed (predawn Ψw
below –4.0 MPa) clones (Pinheiro and DaMatta, unpublished
results). Leaf abscission may be considered as a whole-plant
mechanism to limit E, but at least in drought-sensitive clones
of robusta coffee, which lose considerable amounts of their
foliage, such a strategy was not efficient enough, since the
water status in the remaining leaves was severely impaired
(DaMatta et al., 2000, 2003). Empirical evidence from field
observations suggests that tolerant coffee cultivars delay or
reduce drought-induced leaf shedding, thus saving resources
that otherwise would be diverted into restoration of leaf
area during the early rainy season. However, this is not
necessarily beneficial to yield maintenance under drought
if gs remarkably decreases, provoking a strong limitation
to gas exchanges, which would favour survival over yield
maintenance. On the other hand, if gs does not remarkably
decrease, a sufficient Gt associated with deep roots
compensating for excessive water loss becomes increasingly
important, which would dampen variation in shoot water
status, allowing crop productivity to be maintained. DaMatta
et al. (2003), for example, found that the better crop yield of
a drought-tolerant clone of robusta coffee, compared with a
drought-sensitive one, was associated with maintenance of
leaf area and higher Ψw, as a consequence of increased wateruse efficiency and deeper roots.
The relationship among gas exchange, plant water status
and carbon isotope discrimination (Δ) has been examined in
some coffee genotypes (Meinzer et al., 1990a; DaMatta et al.,
2000, 2003; Pinheiro et al., 2005). Working with five fieldgrown genotypes of arabica coffee, Meinzer et al. (1990a)
pointed out that a higher long-term water-use efficiency
[lower Δ; see Farquhar et al. (1989) for a review] under
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adequate irrigation resulted from decreased gs rather than
increased A at a given gs. They also showed that genotypes
with higher Δ under full irrigation depleted soil water faster
and experienced symptoms of physiological stress earlier
when water was withheld, thus suggesting that Δ of wellwatered coffee plants could be used to predict genotype
water-use performance under drought conditions. However,
it should be pointed out that this study was not large enough
to demonstrate conclusively the usefulness of Δ as an index
for ranking coffee genotypes in terms of drought tolerance.
Results from Meinzer et al. (1991), revealing a positive
correlation between Δ and coffee yields, emphasize the
need for expanding such studies using a larger number
of genotypes. Nonetheless, such a positive correlation
means that low Δ would be related to lower productivity
in environments with non-limiting water supply on one
hand, and to some stability of coffee yields in drought-prone
environments on the other hand.
Carbon and nitrogen metabolism
Under drought, changes in carbohydrate pools should
reflect genotypic differences in the regulation/acclimation
of carbon metabolism at the whole plant level, as reviewed
elsewhere (e.g., Chaves, 1991; Lawlor, 2002; Lawlor and
Cornic, 2002).
In coffee, studies of carbohydrate metabolism under
water-deficit conditions are very scarce. Some investigations
have shown that a drop in starch concentration is a general
response of the coffee plant to severe or even mild water
deficit (DaMatta et al., 1997a; Praxedes et al., 2005; Ronchi et
al., 2005). This is not necessarily accompanied by increased
soluble sugar contents, which depends on genotype, growth
conditions and rate of stress progression (Ronchi et al., 2005),
as also noted for other plant species (Chaves, 1991). Praxedes
et al. (2005), in a pot study with a slow imposition of drought
stress (predawn Ψw = –3.0 MPa), found in three of the four
robusta clones examined a decrease in sucrose synthesis,
attributed to an inhibition of sucrose-phosphate synthase
activity and activation state. This decline was concomitant
with a rise in sucrose degradation, associated with increased
acid invertase. However, sucrose content did not decline
with increasing leaf water deficit, so Praxedes and coworkers proposed that assimilate export was reduced owing
to a decreased sink demand. In the other clone (clone 120),
classified as drought-tolerant based on its ability to maintain
crop yield under drought conditions, both sucrose-phosphate
synthase activity and activation state were maintained, and
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acid invertase and fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase activities
increased, paralleling a rise of sucrose and hexose contents.
Such drought-induced accumulation of soluble sugars (and
also amino acids) could contribute to osmotic adjustment in
this clone. The authors also suggested that sucrose-phosphate
synthase activity might be associated with assimilate export,
which might support some additional root growth in droughtstressed plants. These responses could help the clone 120 in
keeping its productivity in drought-prone areas, contrarily to
what is observed with the other three clones examined.
Compared with carbohydrate metabolism, much less is
known about nitrogen metabolism in drought-stressed coffee
plants. Meguro and Magalhães (1983) in Brazil observed
in five potted arabica cultivars linear decreases in nitrate
reductase activity as leaf Ψw decreased from ca. –1.0 to –3.0
MPa. The slope of the relationship between enzyme activity
and Ψw was significantly steeper for cv. Nacional (Typica)
than for cv. Catuaí, the former identified as less tolerant of
drought than the latter. Arabica coffee trees may perform
nitrate reduction in both leaves and roots (Carelli and Fahl,
1991; DaMatta et al., 1999), but such ability is lost in aerial
parts during much of the dry, cool season, as found in Viçosa,
Brazil (650m a.s.l., 20º45’ S). However, this behaviour is
apparently unrelated to soil drought, but directly associated
with a low temperature effect on the activity of nitrate
reductase (DaMatta et al., 1999).
It should be stressed that an adequate N supply could
indirectly improve tolerance to drought, since it will allow
the triggering of chloroplast photoprotection mechanisms
and membrane qualitative changes under excessive excitation
energy (Ramalho et al., 1998, 1999, 2000), which occur when
stomata closure is promoted by water shortage.
Root characteristics
Root characteristics and growth play a crucial role in
maintaining the water supply to the plant, and droughtadapted plants are often characterized by deep and vigorous
root systems. However, predicting the best rooting strategy
for a particular crop will depend on the characteristics of the
crop’s seasonal demand for water, soil depth and chemical
and physical properties, as well as the seasonal rainfall
distribution. Thus, to breed for a large root system to exploit
as much of the soil for water as possible is not necessarily the
best option. With this strategy, resources could be diverted
unnecessarily into roots exploiting surface dry soil and
more assimilates going into root growth could compromise
reproductive growth (Quarrie et al., 1999). Nevertheless,
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Ramos and Carvalho (1997), working with 29 coffee
genotypes, have associated drought tolerance with a larger
root dry mass, which should be related to root distribution
and structure, and not quantity, in the determination of the
most efficient strategy for extracting water during drought
periods. Indeed, drought postponement in clones of robusta
coffee has been associated with deeper, but not necessarily
larger (dry mass), root systems (Pinheiro et al., 2005).
The root resistance to water transport in the soil-plant
pathway seems to be greater in arabica coffee than in C.
canephora cv. Apoatã (Brunini and Angelocci, 1998; Fahl
et al., 2001). Although a contentious issue (see Rena and
DaMatta, 2002), Apoatã also appears to have a much more
developed root system than arabica cultivars (Ramos and
Lima, 1980), which would enable it to increase access to
soil water and, as a consequence, to maintain a favourable
internal water status. Indeed, C. arabica cv. Catuaí grafted
onto Apoatã showed considerable increases in root to shoot
ratio (Fahl et al., 1998) in addition to having remarkably
greater gas-exchange rates than the non-grafted Catuaí plants
(e.g., gs was almost three times larger in both grafted Catuaí
and non-grafted Apoatã), as shown by Fahl et al. (2001) in
field experiments conducted during the dry season in Brazil.
Drought tolerance
The native home of coffee species is characterized
by low-water-deficit conditions, which probably allowed
evolution without the need to develop extensive mechanisms
to cope with drought stress (Coste, 1992; Rena et al., 1994).
Nevertheless, some coffee cultivars are known to differ in
their responses to drought (Orozco-C and Jaramillo-R, 1978;
Carr, 2001; DaMatta and Rena, 2001), suggesting that modern
cultivars are not very close to their wild relatives in terms of
drought tolerance. In fact, field observations have indicated
that some cultivars may endure 6-7 months with no rain, even
in sandy soils, but obviously at the expense of strong declines
in crop yield (DaMatta, unpublished observations).
Within C. canephora, extensive observations have
indicated that Kouillou endures drought stress much better
than Robusta (Boyer, 1965; Coste, 1992). This is likely to be
associated with a presumably higher stomatal sensitivity to
both soil and atmospheric droughts in the former (DaMatta
and Rena, 2001). In Brazil, there seems to be a generalized
idea that Kouillou is more tolerant to drought than arabica
cultivars. However, due to the wide polymorphism existing
within Kouillou, as in C. canephora as a whole, any
generalization about the subject can be misleading and
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should take into account some conflicting information about
the relative abilities for better drought endurance in arabica
and robusta coffee cultivars (e.g., Nunes, 1976; Orozco-C and
Jaramillo-R, 1978). Indeed, the available information seems
to indicate that, in terms of performance under drought, the
best genotypes of these two species exhibit similar degrees of
drought tolerance (DaMatta and Rena, 2001).
Species or cultivars more tolerant to drought generally
differ morphologically and/or physiologically, with mechanisms allowing greater production under restricted water supply. Understanding such mechanisms in genotypes naturally
adapted to drought could help to improve their agronomic
performance. In coffee, some physiological traits have been
shown to potentially contribute to yield under drought conditions (DaMatta, 2004b), but the development of an efficient
breeding method for drought tolerance is still a long-standing
objective. A major component of differential adaptation to
drought among arabica and robusta coffee genotypes appears
to be behavioural, and may be governed by rates of water
use and/or efficiency of extraction of soil water (Meinzer et
al., 1990b; DaMatta et al., 2003; Pinheiro et al., 2005). In
this context, comparative studies, both under pot and field
conditions, have evidenced that drought-tolerant coffee
genotypes are better able to maintain higher Ψw and/or RWC
than drought-sensitive ones under water-deficit conditions
(Boyer, 1965; Nunes, 1976; Josis et al., 1983; Renard and
Karamaga, 1984; Meinzer et al., 1990b; DaMatta et al., 2000,
2003; Pinheiro et al., 2005; Praxedes et al., 2005). This characterizes a strategy of dehydration postponement, and could
largely explain why drought-tolerant cultivars show later
leaf wilting and shedding than drought-sensitive ones, as
found in field trials conducted in Colombia with 25 cultivars
of arabica and robusta coffee (Orozco-C. and Jaramillo-R.,
1978). However, maintenance of a favourable water balance
has been associated, in most cases, with survival rather than
productivity under drought. Hence, if higher internal water
status is chiefly associated with an efficient stomatal control
of water loss, both CO2 uptake and crop yield are expected
to be depressed. Therefore, selection of cultivars showing an
early stomatal closure during drought should be promoted
for rain-fed (particularly for environments with prolonged
drought periods) but not for irrigated coffee production systems. That would improve survival and would allow small,
but with low year-to-year variation of, crop yields under
drought. In contrast, if higher internal water status is mainly
associated with an efficient ability for water uptake, then selection of cultivars with stomata less responsive to both soil
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and atmospheric droughts is the best option, provided that the
dry season is short or adequate irrigation is supplemented.
Coffee cultivars that could withstand severe drought
spells with acceptable yields under water deficit should be
the first requirement for a successful breeding programme
for drought tolerance. With regard to robusta coffee,
plant breeders have empirically selected some promising
clones with the above quoted performance. Physiological
evaluations of some of these clones have suggested that
keeping an adequate water status (through a combination
of deep rooting and satisfactory stomatal control of E),
maintenance of leaf area (DaMatta et al., 2003; Pinheiro et
al., 2005), and steep leaf inclinations (Pinheiro and DaMatta,
unpublished results), as well as biochemical traits, are
of utmost importance. The latter involve, e.g., improved
tolerance of oxidative stress (Lima et al., 2002; Pinheiro
et al., 2004) and ability for maintaining assimilate export
(Praxedes et al., 2005). Such traits do not appear to be welldeveloped in drought-tolerant clones which favour survival
over productivity under drought conditions. Taken together,
these results suggest that no single trait is a sufficient
predictor of drought tolerance in coffee, in terms of yield
maintenance in water-limited environments. Combining
traits associated with a favourable water status for longer
and suitable biochemical characteristics, which enable some
degree of tissue tolerance to desiccation, should improve
coffee yields over a range of drought conditions.
RESPONSES TO TEMPERATURE STRESS
Extreme temperatures, depending on their intensity,
duration and speed of imposition, impair cell metabolic processes (e.g., photosynthesis), growth and survival of plants, as
well as their economic exploitation. As for any other plant
species, coffee displays a diversity of acclimation mechanisms to avoid and endure these environmental constraints
(as well as the oxidative stress usually promoted by them),
developed within the genetic bounds of the plant/species.
The efficiency of these mechanisms will determine the ability to cope with such environmental conditions, thus setting
limits to species/genotypes distribution. In fact, temperature
may limit the successful economic exploitation of the coffee
crop, in part because coffee growth is particularly affected by
both high and low temperatures (Barros et al., 1997; Silva et
al., 2004).
Low Positive Temperature Stress
Low positive temperatures, known as chilling, has an
overall negative impact on plant productivity due to the
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reduction of cell chemical and enzymatic reactions, diffusion
rates of molecules and membrane fluidity. Among the cell
structures, the chloroplast is usually the one that is more
rapidly and deeply affected (Wise and Naylor, 1987; Kratsch
and Wise, 2000; Mano, 2002). In fact, in chilling-sensitive
plants, such as coffee, which exhibit (at least in their origin)
limited ability to cope with cold, net photosynthesis ceases
almost completely at 5-10 ºC (Larcher, 1981). As for
other plant species, such limitations could be attributed to
reductions of gs, degradation of pigment complexes and
loss of photochemical efficiency, increase of damage and
reduction of repair processes at the PSI and PSII level (e.g.,
in D1 protein), restrictions of electron transport, enzyme
activity, and carbohydrate metabolism, and increase of
chloroplast membrane permeability (Larcher, 1981; Krause,
1994; Adams and Demmig-Adams, 1995; Morcuende et al.,
1996; Haldimann, 1998; Allen and Ort, 2001). Furthermore,
the exposure to chilling for several days might provoke
significant after-effects upon rewarming, since CO2 uptake
remains low or completely inhibited (Larcher, 1981).
Due to such sensitivity, the acclimation of the photosynthetic apparatus to low temperatures is of particular importance to plant survival. Such cold-induced tolerance includes
increases in enzyme activities (e.g., from the Calvin cycle
and sugar metabolism), reinforcement of energy dissipation
mechanisms and antioxidative molecules, qualitative and
quantitative changes in lipid (e.g., level of FA saturation) and
protein membrane composition, all protecting cell structures
and keeping metabolic pathway regulation mechanisms, as
reported for coffee (DaMatta et al., 1997b; Campos et al.,
2003; Ramalho et al., 2003; Quartin et al., 2004). In addition,
the maintenance of respiratory metabolism is also of great
importance, since it allows the production of energy, reducing power and metabolic intermediates, necessary for repair
processes that are increasingly important under chilling conditions. In cold-sensitive plants, respiration is strongly affected due to the inhibition of several enzymes, which leads
to an exponential decline of respiratory rates with decreasing
temperatures (Larcher, 1981).
Since coffee is cultivated in the intertropical area,
cold might be seen as a less important theme of debate for
this crop. However, due to growing climate instability and
cultivation in marginal regions, as well as to the known
chilling sensitivity of arabica and robusta coffee, cold
(both positive and negative temperatures) has become an
increasingly important issue. Low positive temperatures
often occur in production areas resulting in a depressing
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effect on growth, photosynthetic performance and yields
(Bauer et al., 1985; DaMatta et al., 1997b; Ramalho et al.,
2003; DaMatta, 2004a). Also, low air temperature plays
a key role in controlling seasonal growth, as occurs in
southeastern Brazil (Barros et al., 1997; Silva et al., 2004).
In addition, low temperatures have strongly contributed to
the loss of significant areas of cultivation in Paraná State in
Brazil (that suffered a 60 % decrease from 1970 to 1990),
thus turning this subject an important matter of study and
justifying the existence of specific breeding programmes
for cold tolerance, e.g., as that of the Agronomic Institute of
Paraná State, Brazil.
Despite the impact observed immediately after a sudden
submission to cold, the exposure to chilling temperatures
during a rather long period may promote the acclimation of
coffee plants to cold (Quartin et al., 2004). This presumably
occurs through the development of cold hardiness, a process
involving a wide range of complex morphological, metabolic
and ultrastructural changes (Hällgreen and Öquist, 1990;
Gray et al., 1997; Kratsch and Wise, 2000), most of which,
controlled through changes in the expression of coldregulated genes. As for other plants, the sensitivity of coffee
to chilling and the severity of damage varies seasonally
along the year (DaMatta et al., 1999; Silva et al., 2004),
due to nutrient conditions and due to the intensity, duration
and speed of imposition of low temperatures (Quartin et
al., 2004), since a simple cold shock will not allow for an
effective acclimation. Furthermore, the sensitivity differs
among genotypes, phenological stages, tissues, organs and
metabolic pathways of the same plant, bearing in mind that
in younger coffee plants, growth processes, translocation
of photosynthates and the photosynthetic metabolism are
particularly sensitive (Bauer et al., 1985, 1990; Larcher,
1995; Ramalho et al., 2003).
Low positive temperatures may cause lethal damage.
The most susceptible above-ground parts of young arabica
coffee plants are the stem base (severely affected after 36 h at
1ºC), followed by older leaves (with severe necrosis), shoot
meristematic cells and seed embryos. Among the stem tissues
the cambial zone is the most sensitive presenting 100%
injury after 96 h at 1ºC (Bodner and Larcher, 1987; Larcher,
1995). Roots are also particularly sensitive since they are not
usually exposed to low temperatures. The effects are related
to lipoperoxidation of membranes and loss of selectivity that
provoke a decrease in its fluidity and functionality (Alonso
et al., 1997; Queiroz et al., 1998). The effects are even more
severe when cold occurs after a period of high temperature
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(due to the lack of an acclimation period) or if other stresses
are superimposed, especially under high irradiance (IBC,
1985; Willson, 1985).
In coffee, low positive temperatures are very harmful
to photosynthetic structures, especially if 3-4ºC (or lower)
values are reached, which will provoke chl loss (mostly in leaf
margins) and leaf necrosis (Bauer et al., 1990; Coste, 1992),
as well as strong increases in leaf hydraulic conductance due
to membrane damage (Gascó et al., 2004). Photosynthetic
metabolism is strongly affected by chilling due to stomatal
and non-stomatal limitations. The latter include impairments
in electron transport rate, rubisco activity and ribulose-1,5bisphosphate (RuBP) synthesis, translocation of sugars
and chloroplast membrane selectivity (Bauer et al., 1985;
DaMatta et al., 1997b; Campos et al., 2003; Ramalho et
al., 2003). In effect, the A values reach less than half of
the control value with an exposure of 12 h at 4ºC (Bauer
et al., 1985; Ramalho et al., 2003) and become negligible
with longer exposures to 4ºC or when shortly exposed to
0.5ºC, when significant necrosis is observed (Bauer et al.,
1985; Ramalho et al., 2003). The decreased A under chilling
conditions brings about an excess of excitation energy
that is delivered to the photosynthetic machinery, which
causes photooxidation of chloroplast components, which
in turn will further impair photosynthesis and will promote
photoinhibition. Although A in some cold-affected leaves
may significantly recover, e.g., reaching control values after
6 days in some coffee plants (Bauer et al., 1985; Ramalho et
al., 2003), a much slower recovery of photosynthesis is the
general pattern of response, especially if leaf necrosis and
senescence occur, thus having a high potential to provoke
significant economic losses (Androcioli Filho et al., 1986).
Moreover, the leaves produced under cold conditions are
smaller, frequently distort, yellowish with extended necrosis,
in addition to having a higher tendency to shed.
The sensitivity of coffee’s vegetative growth is
particularly evident when monthly mean temperatures drop
below 15-16ºC (Barros et al., 1999; Silva et al., 2004). The
decline in growth might be due to direct effects of temperature
or indirect through the negative impact on photosynthesis,
assimilate storage and partitioning, respiration, leaf nitrogen
assimilation, hormonal balance and other processes (Barros et
al., 1997; Vaast et al., 1998; DaMatta et al., 1999; Guimarães
et al., 2002; Ramalho et al., 2003). However, despite growth
depression being apparently related to the reported decreases
in A at 13-17ºC and below, as observed in some potted
coffee genotypes (Ramalho et al., 2003), Silva et al. (2004),
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from a field study with arabica coffee trees, pointed out that
depressions in both growth and photosynthesis would have
simply run in parallel, rather than being related to each
other. In any case, nitrogen assimilation and de novo protein
synthesis would be strongly affected by low temperatures
since nitrate reductase activity is dramatically affected
(DaMatta et al., 1999), due to a direct thermal effect on the
enzyme or due to a lack of substrate, since nitrate uptake is
severely depressed (Vaast et al., 1998).
Despite some reports showing a higher cold sensitivity
of arabica coffee (cv. Catuaí) than that of robusta coffee
(DaMatta et al., 1997b), the latter is usually less able to
acclimate to cold than arabica (Guimarães et al., 2002;
DaMatta, 2004a). That agrees with observations that C.
canephora cv. Apoatã (as well as C. dewevrei) shows
significant decreases in A, gs, quantum yield of linear electron
transport rate, and PSII efficiency under photosynthetic
steady-state conditions below 19/14ºC (day/night), when
compared with arabica coffee (Quartin et al., 1998; Ramalho
et al., 2003). In fact, robusta coffee may occasionally endure
temperatures below 7ºC, but problems often arise between
8-10ºC and long periods at 15 ºC are already quite harmful.
Furthermore, fruits and leaves are severely affected (with
photobleaching and burns) below 5-6ºC (Willson, 1985;
Wrigley, 1988; Coste, 1992). Nonetheless, in both Catuaí and
Apoatã, a high rate of leaf shed may occur 6-10 days after the
end of the cold exposure in leaves that appear to be healthy
and without discoloration symptoms (Bodner and Larcher,
1987; Ramalho et al., 2003).
Recent work performed with C. arabica cv. Catuaí, C.
canephora cv. Apoatã, C. dewevrei and some interspecific
hybrids (Campos et al., 2003; Ramalho et al., 2003) reported
the existence of significant differences in cold sensitivity and
acclimation ability, thus suggesting some genetic variability
that could be exploited in breeding programmes. These
studies implemented a quite long and progressive temperature
decline before the exposure to chilling, giving the plants the
opportunity to express differential acclimation abilities. Such
studies include a large multidisciplinary analysis concerning
the impact of chilling on the photosynthetic apparatus, sugar
metabolism (photosynthesis and respiration), qualitative
and quantitative changes of membrane lipids, membrane
integrity and gene expression, always bearing in mind that
control of oxidative stress is an essential feature to allow cold
acclimation and tolerance. The results showed that the ability
to cold acclimation relies on a complex network of responses,
triggered mostly during the gradual cold imposition period,
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but also under chilling exposure. Net photosynthesis was
strongly affected below 17/12ºC (day/night), showing
negligible values at 4ºC in all the studied genotypes (Ramalho
et al., 2003). However, the mesophyll impairments (and the
ability to recover), which usually prevail over stomatal
limitation at low temperatures (Ramalho et al., 2003; Silva
et al., 2004), were quite different among the cultivars
examined. Icatu presented the best performance (followed
closely by cv. Catuaí) under cold exposure, confirming
earlier field observations (Fazuoli et al., 1995), while C.
dewevrei proved to be the most susceptible genotype. The
higher susceptibility of C. dewevrei (and partially in Catuaí)
could also be associated with leaf tissue dehydration that
might have reached the turgor loss point (Quartin et al.,
2000). Icatu maintained RWC values above the turgor
loss point, had higher Amax values and thylakoid electron
transport rates, especially at PSI, which has been described
as a particular chilling sensitive target in some tropical plants
(Sonoike, 1996). Icatu also presented an increased activity
of key enzymes (malate dehydrogenase and pyruvate kinase)
involved in respiratory sugar consumption (indispensable for
the maintenance of cell metabolism and repair processes) and
a stabilization of sugars, the latter being of utmost importance,
since the restoration of the balance between photosynthesis,
carbon metabolism and translocation is essential for the
expression of a higher cold tolerance (Byrd et al., 1995;
Leegood, 1995; Hurry et al., 1998; Allen and Ort, 2001;
Ramalho et al., 2003).
Differential expression of genes triggered by cold in
coffee has been observed, such as for some chitinases,
lipoxygenase and methalothionein (which will help also to
control oxidative stress) genes (Santos et al., 2004; Ramalho
et al., 2003; Ramalho et al., unpublished results). Particular
attention was paid to the accumulation of RNA transcripts
for chitinase, since the accumulation of this protein in the
plant apoplast and its antifreeze activity have been frequently
reported (Yeh et al., 2000; Kasprzewska, 2003). Preliminary
results show that the expression of chitinase genes (cachi3-1,
cachi3-2 and cachi4-1) might play a role in the cold acclimation and tolerance processes, acting together or serving of
support for the action of other genes (Santos et al., 2004).
The accumulation of transcripts for all (Icatu) or two (Catuaí)
of the studied chitinase genes suggests that these plants are
preparing their cellular machinery for adverse conditions,
including subzero temperatures. Coffea dewevrei was the
only plant material that did not show positive changes in the
expression of chitinase genes under cold exposure (despite
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the detection of some constitutive expression), which seems
to lend some support for partially explaining its high cold
sensitivity.
In conclusion, the tolerance to low positive temperatures
relies on the maintenance of the balance in a complex network of mechanisms that allow the plants to down-regulate
the photosynthetic metabolism at temperatures close to 0ºC
(Karpinski et al., 2002), concomitantly with the triggering of
repair and protection mechanisms. In this way, during cold
exposure, reversible impairments should dominate, the acclimation ability being supported by the reinforcement of
key enzymes (e.g., rubisco, respiratory enzymes), promotion
of adequate membrane lipid characteristics (e.g., low FA
unsaturation) and, mostly, with the strengthening of antioxidative mechanisms (e.g., through increases in zeaxanthin,
lutein, enzyme activities), all of them related to differential
gene expression.
Negative Temperature Stress
Frost (negative temperatures) is even more damaging
than chilling, and its occurrence, even sporadic, may
strongly compromise the economic viability of the crop,
since its impact includes destruction of leaves and fruits in
arabica coffee in the year of occurrence, but also with yield
repercussions during the following years (Androcioli Filho
et al., 1986; Feio, 1991). Eventually, frosts can completely
kill the coffee tree. Both arabica and robusta coffee are very
sensitive to frost (Feio, 1991) and tolerant cultivars are still
not known. However, some reports suggest the existence
of differential sensitivity and survival ability among coffee
genotypes (Androcioli Filho et al., 1986; Fazuoli et al., 1995;
Sentelha et al., 1995; Sera and Guerreiro, 1998; Quartin et
al., 2004). Furthermore, higher (indirect) tolerance to frost
was observed in cultivars with lower sensitivity to leaf rust
(Hemileia vastatrix), since the plant would be healthier
(better vigour, nutritional status and leaf coverage) when
frost occurs and would be less sensitive to pathogen attack
after that occurrence, thus with smaller effects on whole
plant and yield level (Sera and Guerreiro, 1998).
Despite coffee being sensitivity to frosts, if
temperature decreases slowly some acclimation is observed,
but the leaf lethal limit (related to ice formation) is reached at
a minimum between -3ºC and -5ºC (Manetti and Caramori,
1986; Sentellhas et al., 1995; Guimarães et al., 2002; Quartin
et al., 2004). At these values, strong cell dehydration is
observed due to the formation of intercellular ice, which in
turn will cause irreversible disruption of cell membranes,
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which is substantially different from what happens with low
non-freezing temperatures (Guimarães et al., 2002; Gascó et
al., 2004).
A link between increased tolerance to frosts and water
deficit was pointed out by Caramori et al. (2002). They
withheld irrigation and obtained a set of coffee seedlings
with Ψw varying from -0.45 to -4.8 MPa. When the seedlings
were submitted to -3ºC for 90 min, the authors observed
leaf damage to a greater extent in well-irrigated plants (Ψw
above -1.3 MPa). The magnitude of damage decreased
with decreasing Ψw down to -4.0 MPa, after which damage
started to increase, possibly due to direct effects caused by
severe leaf dehydration. Caramori et al. (2002) associated
the increased tolerance to low negative temperature with
a build-up of concentration of cell solution, as had already
been suggested by Chaves and Manetti Filho (1990), who
found that coffee seedlings fertilized with potassium under
controlled conditions were less damaged by frost than
unfertilized seedlings. These results suggest that when frosts
occur under natural conditions, it can be expected that more
severe damage will occur in well-hydrated coffee plants.
Therefore, regional variability for damage extent after frost
might in part be related to the degree of leaf hydration and, as
a consequence, to the dilution of the cell solution.
Despite some success in the breeding for frost tolerance
in coffee (Petek et al., 2000), genotypes with an effective
acclimation to subzero temperatures are still to be obtained.
That underlines the need to find other ways to reduce the
impact of adverse climatic conditions, which may include
suitable agronomic practices like the implementation of
shaded conditions (see below).
High Temperature Stress
High temperatures are known to disturb plant
metabolism, since reaction kinetics are accelerated, bonds
within macromolecules are loosened and lipid layers from
biomembranes became more fluid. Furthermore, high
temperatures promote extensive denaturation and aggregation
of cellular proteins, over-production of ROS and inhibition
of normal transcription and translation. If stress is too strong
(in intensity and/or duration), signalling pathways leading to
apoptosis are also activated (Larcher, 1995; Krishna, 2004).
Most plants survive high temperatures through the
prevention and mitigation of overheating (increased
E, synthesis of reflective surfaces, paraheliotropic leaf
movements, etc.) and due to the capacity of protoplasm
to tolerate high temperatures (Larcher, 1995). As for cold,
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a common feature of the high temperature response is
that an initial exposure to mild stress provides resistance
against a subsequent usual lethal temperature. The process
of hardening to heat (acquired thermotolerance) takes place
in some cases in hours (e.g., along the day) or over extended
periods (e.g., along seasons). An important contribution
to enhanced survival ability is provided by molecular
chaperones, such as heat-shock proteins, that prevent
protein aggregation, stabilize chromatin and promote repair
mechanisms (Larcher, 1995; Krishna, 2004).
Because thylakoid membranes are especially sensitive
to heat, disturbances in photosynthesis are among the first
indicators of stress. In fact, the uncoupling of electron
transport and ATP synthesis is promoted, PSII and enzyme
activities gradually decrease and chloroplast ultrastructure
can be disrupted (e.g., by ROS action) (Larcher, 1995;
Mano, 2002). Even moderately high temperatures may
affect crop productivity, by changing the balance between
respiration and photosynthesis, the latter being increased to a
greater extent, and to inadequate storage capacity. Economic
production often depends on the development of organs like
leaves and fruits, which under excessive high temperatures
can grow too fast in relation to the available photosynthetic
resources, resulting, e.g., in small leaves and shrunken fruits
(Lawlor, 2001).
Much classical work conducted from 1950 to the
1970s (e.g., Heath and Orchard, 1957; Wormer, 1965;
Nunes et al., 1968; Bierhuizen et al., 1969; Cannell, 1976;
Kumar and Tieszen, 1976, 1980a) suggested, although
this was somewhat misleading, that coffee photosynthesis
is particularly sensitive to temperatures above 20-25ºC.
Indeed, Kumar and Tieszen (1976) reported that A would
be lower at 35ºC than at 10 ºC, while Nunes et al. (1968),
using potted arabica plants, suggested that, for mature plants,
above 24ºC a drop of 10 % in production of dry matter would
occur for each 1ºC rise, so that dry matter accumulation
would approach zero at 34ºC. This response was associated
with a presumably strong thermal effect on A, which was
related to stomatal closure and/or mesophyll impairments,
the latter being progressively increased at temperatures
above 26ºC (Nunes et al., 1973; Kumar and Tieszen, 1980a).
Taken together, these studies pointed to dramatic thermal
effects on the coffee plants, which, in fact, are not usually
observed under field conditions. The reported effects on
A could be explained, at least partly, by the fact that high
temperature stress was not studied in an isolated manner, thus
allowing other limiting conditions to be superimposed, such
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as high irradiance or low air humidity. In addition, much of
these classical studies were conducted with small pots under
presumably controlled and constant conditions, which would
obstruct the plant’s acclimation to a changing environmental
factor (DaMatta, 2004a). In fact, by rising temperatures
gradually (from 24ºC up to 33-35ºC) and considering a
sufficiently long acclimation time, arabica plants were able to
increase their A up to temperatures around 30ºC, displaying
the same efficiency as observed at 24ºC, even though dark
respiration increased by 50 % (see DaMatta, 2004a). Also,
the temperature needed to obtain Amax was observed to be as
high as 35 ºC for both arabica and robusta coffee (DaMatta et
al., 2001). The maintenance of high photosynthetic efficiency
suggests the absence of negative effects on the photosynthetic
structures, which agrees to some extent with the absence of
membrane permeability changes after a short-time exposure
up to 50ºC, as found in arabica coffee by Gascó et al. (2004).
Therefore, in our opinion, the coffee plant possesses a higher
tolerance to elevated temperatures than most classical work
seems to indicate. Otherwise, coffee productivity would be
quite low in tropical environments, where leaf temperature
easily reaches values above 30ºC during a great part of the
day, especially in the outer leaves of the canopy, as already
noted by DaMatta (2004a). Furthermore, rates of both
photosynthesis and vegetative growth of the coffee tree are
maximal throughout the warm season, as occurs in the main
Brazilian producing areas (Silva et al., 2004).
Coffee cultivation in the open is the usual practice in
many parts of the world, and this provokes leaf exposure to
high irradiance and the absorption of much more energy than
that usable by photosynthesis. Such conditions may cause an
energy overcharge and to an overheating of leaves that, in
extreme cases, can reach temperatures of 40ºC or even above
(Maestri et al., 2001), especially if stomata are closed, as
occurs on sunny days in unshaded plantations (Butler, 1977).
Only under these extreme conditions of high irradiance
would the negative effects of high temperatures in fact
promote leaf chlorosis and burning (Cannell, 1985; Wrigley,
1988) due to chl photobleaching and extensive damage to
the photosynthetic machinery. This would include strong
(not easily reversible) impacts on the photochemical primary
processes of PS II and the electron transport in thylakoids,
as well as in the enzymes involved in the carboxylation and
regeneration of RuBP pathway in the stroma (Nunes et al.,
1993; Fahl et al., 1994; Ramalho et al., 1997, 1999, 2000).
The setting of adequate temperature limits for coffee
is decisive for the distribution and economic exploitation
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of the crop. Also, taking into account the global warming
phenomena, temperature may rise between 1 and 5.8ºC
in the tropical area up to the end of the XXI century,
as reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. Considering the actual genetic and physiological
characteristics of the cultivated Brazilian cultivars of arabica
coffee, severe reductions of adequate areas for growing the
crop are to be expected. These reductions might reach values
as high as 95 % in Goiás, Minas Gerais and São Paulo, and
75 % in Paraná (Assad et al., 2004). That underlines the need
to select/produce plants tolerant to higher temperatures.
In any case, if such previsions were correct, cultivation of
robusta would be favoured over that of arabica coffee, taking
into account that the former can endure relatively higher
temperatures than arabica, maintaining high A values at
temperatures up to 34-35ºC, provided that gs is not limiting
(Carelli et al., 1999; DaMatta et al., 2003). Alternatively, the
use of shelter trees should become increasingly important,
as they can effectively attenuate the impact of unfavourable
temperatures.
SHADING IN HARSH ENVIRONMENTS
The implementation of improved coffee production
systems must emphasize sustainability requirements, by
promoting consistent yields while preserving a sound
ecological environment (Rena et al., 1994). In this context,
cultural practices such as shading, which conserve natural
resources, have received renewed interest in the last years.
Some reviews have examined shade management in coffee
plantations (Beer, 1987; Beer et al., 1998), as well as the
physiology and production of the coffee tree under shade
conditions (DaMatta and Rena, 2002; DaMatta, 2004a,c).
Although native to shady environments, modern coffee
cultivars have a wide plasticity in response to varying
irradiance. Such cultivars grow well without shade and
even may show higher productions than those of shaded
trees, particularly in zones with adequate climate and soils
(DaMatta, 2004a). However, there is an increasing trend in
expanding coffee cultivation to marginal lands where water
shortages and unfavourable temperatures may significantly
constrain crop production. For example, search for good
quality beverage has spread coffee cultivation towards the
highlands of south-eastern Brazil where temperature may
occasionally approaches 0ºC. In addition, coffee plantations
have been also expanded towards warmer regions with
prolonged, unpredictable droughts. In these harsh
environments, the use of shelter trees is highly advisable in
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order to allow economic yields (DaMatta and Rena, 2002;
DaMatta, 2004a).
The main effects of shade trees on crop physiology are
associated with decreased wind speeds and temperature
fluctuations (by as much as 4-5ºC), increased air relative
humidity, and changes in aerodynamic roughness of the
cropped area. Taken together, these alterations would
decrease leaf-to-air D and would increase Ω, which in turn
would allow longer stomatal opening (thus favouring CO2
uptake), without a proportional increase in E. Hence, water
loss due to excessive ETc is expected to be declined, an effect
further facilitated by increased ground cover and decreased
abundance of weeds. Indeed, adequate shade management
may improve both the water status of the soil and the coffee
plant after prolonged droughts. In addition, shade trees lead
to a lower radiation input at the canopy level, so reducing the
extent of photooxidative damage, a phenomenon frequently
observed in coffee grown at full exposure in marginal zones.
In these zones, therefore, provided that the agrosystem is
correctly managed (proper choice of shade tree species,
judicious evaluation of planting density, soil type, water
and thermal regimens), water-use efficiency is expected to
rise, turning the use of shade trees a highly recommended
option. This should be translated into obvious advantages to
the production of coffee plantations in dry environments. It
should be emphasized that the drier and hotter the site is, the
greater the benefit of shading, especially when associated with
both irrigation and short-size cultivars with compact crowns.
The use of cultivars with open crowns, even if irrigation is
supplemented, often results in unsuccessful cropping. Taken
together, these considerations emphasize the importance of
maintaining a low leaf-to-air D for allowing good coffee
production (DaMatta, 2004a, and references therein).
Shading has been adopted to avoid large reductions in
night temperatures at high elevations, as in Kenya (Carr,
2001), or at lower latitudes, as in Paraná State, southern
Brazil (Caramori et al., 2003; Leal et al., 2003), in order to
reduce chilling, and eventually frost, damage. The efficiency
of shading, as a means to protect the coffee plant against
radiative frosts, increases greatly as the plant is closer to
the shelter tree (Caramori et al., 1995). For young coffee
plantations, dense, temporary shading, as that obtained with
the use of shelter shrubs such as pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan)
is very effective against frosts. Recent work also reported
promising results with the use of other methods, like cepilho
and enterrio that confer a remarkable protection, since
temperatures registered for small plants (5-6 pair of leaves)
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in the field were as much as 10ºC higher than in the plants
without protection (Caramori et al., 2003).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the last 15 years, relatively considerable amount of
basic research on environmental coffee physiology focusing
on water relations and drought tolerance mechanisms
has been undertaken, but much less research effort has
been devoted to identifying responses and mechanisms
of tolerance to unfavourable temperatures. In any case, in
coffee, as occurs with most tropical crop species, the gaps
of knowledge on assimilate partitioning, hormonal relations,
carbon and nitrogen metabolism, defence mechanisms
against oxidative stress, etc., under such stressful conditions
are still significant. Moreover, much research on coffee
physiology has been conducted using potted seedlings
under (semi)controlled conditions, and the results cannot
always be extrapolated to the field. Despite the data on early
physiological or biochemical changes obtained under such
conditions being resolved to a greater degree of precision,
a single and direct link between a particular trait and yield
maintenance under drought or unfavourable temperature
conditions has never been proven. Since yield improvements
under the highly changing tropical environments are an
imperious requirement, identification of traits associated
with yield variation under field conditions remains to be
achieved.
The use of molecular tools for studying responses
of coffee to both drought and temperature has not been
implemented in most studies, but is currently underway in
some laboratories. New opportunities within the frontiers
of molecular physiology should be opened since Brazilian
research groups have just finished the first mapping of
the arabica coffee genome, resulting in the sequencing of
200,000 expressed sequenced tags, forming a very useful
database for cutting edge research. Such information can
be expected to accelerate studies on coffee physiology
and breeding, facilitating the production of cultivars
with superior performance under adverse environmental
conditions, such as drought and cold. Nevertheless, that
could be complemented with adequate crop management,
using, e.g., shade (agroforestry) systems as a promising
alternative for sustainability in coffee exploitation. This
seems to be a practical and useful means of buffering climatic
fluctuations, thus rendering coffee cultivation less dependent
on external inputs, such as supplemental fertilization and
irrigation (DaMatta, 2004a). Fundamental research using
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new molecular tools and focusing on this subject is just
beginning, and the impact of shading on rain-fed and irrigated
coffee cropping systems, particularly in marginal lands, is a
challenge to be handled within the near future.
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